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Size 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
Bust 30.5/78 31.5/80 32.5/83 34/87 36/92 38/97 40/102 Ins./Cm.
Waist 23/ 58 24/61 25/64 26.5/67 28/71 30/76 32/81 "
Hip 32.5/83 33.5/85 34.5/88 36/92 38/97 40/102 42/107 "

Yardage required for cap-sleeved dress:Yardage required for cap-sleeved dress:Yardage required for cap-sleeved dress:

45"/115cm 5 1/2 5 1/2 5 1/2 5 1/2 5 1/2 5 1/2 5 1/2
60"/152cm 4 1/4 4 1/4 4 1/4 4 1/4 4 1/4 4 1/4 4 1/4

Yardage required for puffed-sleeve dress (elbow- or bracelet-length)Yardage required for puffed-sleeve dress (elbow- or bracelet-length)Yardage required for puffed-sleeve dress (elbow- or bracelet-length)Yardage required for puffed-sleeve dress (elbow- or bracelet-length)Yardage required for puffed-sleeve dress (elbow- or bracelet-length)

45"/115cm 5 3/4 5 3/4 5 3/4 5 3/4 5 3/4 5 3/4 5 3/4
60"/152cm 4 1/2 4 1/2 4 1/2 4 1/2 4 1/2 4 1/2 4 1/2

Yardage required for bodice lining:Yardage required for bodice lining:Yardage required for bodice lining:
(Note: If you choose to line the entire dress, you will purchase the same amount of lining as you do fashion material. It is not necessary (Note: If you choose to line the entire dress, you will purchase the same amount of lining as you do fashion material. It is not necessary (Note: If you choose to line the entire dress, you will purchase the same amount of lining as you do fashion material. It is not necessary (Note: If you choose to line the entire dress, you will purchase the same amount of lining as you do fashion material. It is not necessary (Note: If you choose to line the entire dress, you will purchase the same amount of lining as you do fashion material. It is not necessary (Note: If you choose to line the entire dress, you will purchase the same amount of lining as you do fashion material. It is not necessary (Note: If you choose to line the entire dress, you will purchase the same amount of lining as you do fashion material. It is not necessary (Note: If you choose to line the entire dress, you will purchase the same amount of lining as you do fashion material. It is not necessary (Note: If you choose to line the entire dress, you will purchase the same amount of lining as you do fashion material. It is not necessary 
to fully line a dress of heavy fashion material, but you may wish to line skirt pieces if your material is thin.)to fully line a dress of heavy fashion material, but you may wish to line skirt pieces if your material is thin.)to fully line a dress of heavy fashion material, but you may wish to line skirt pieces if your material is thin.)to fully line a dress of heavy fashion material, but you may wish to line skirt pieces if your material is thin.)to fully line a dress of heavy fashion material, but you may wish to line skirt pieces if your material is thin.)to fully line a dress of heavy fashion material, but you may wish to line skirt pieces if your material is thin.)to fully line a dress of heavy fashion material, but you may wish to line skirt pieces if your material is thin.)to fully line a dress of heavy fashion material, but you may wish to line skirt pieces if your material is thin.)

45"/115cm 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
60"/152cm 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2

Fabric suggestions:Fabric suggestions: Cotton, linen, silk, taffeta, voile, organdy, batiste, velvet. For overlay: chiffon, voile, lace.Cotton, linen, silk, taffeta, voile, organdy, batiste, velvet. For overlay: chiffon, voile, lace.Cotton, linen, silk, taffeta, voile, organdy, batiste, velvet. For overlay: chiffon, voile, lace.Cotton, linen, silk, taffeta, voile, organdy, batiste, velvet. For overlay: chiffon, voile, lace.Cotton, linen, silk, taffeta, voile, organdy, batiste, velvet. For overlay: chiffon, voile, lace.Cotton, linen, silk, taffeta, voile, organdy, batiste, velvet. For overlay: chiffon, voile, lace.

Notions: Thread, 22” zipper (or 18 3/8” buttons, if you prefer)Thread, 22” zipper (or 18 3/8” buttons, if you prefer)Thread, 22” zipper (or 18 3/8” buttons, if you prefer)Thread, 22” zipper (or 18 3/8” buttons, if you prefer)

Notes: 5/8” seam allowed on all seams.5/8” seam allowed on all seams.

“Why are all the yardage requirements the same?” you might ask. It’s the length of the pattern“Why are all the yardage requirements the same?” you might ask. It’s the length of the pattern“Why are all the yardage requirements the same?” you might ask. It’s the length of the pattern“Why are all the yardage requirements the same?” you might ask. It’s the length of the pattern“Why are all the yardage requirements the same?” you might ask. It’s the length of the pattern“Why are all the yardage requirements the same?” you might ask. It’s the length of the pattern
pieces that matters more than their width. You can fit all sizes from 6 to 18 in the same amount ofpieces that matters more than their width. You can fit all sizes from 6 to 18 in the same amount ofpieces that matters more than their width. You can fit all sizes from 6 to 18 in the same amount ofpieces that matters more than their width. You can fit all sizes from 6 to 18 in the same amount ofpieces that matters more than their width. You can fit all sizes from 6 to 18 in the same amount ofpieces that matters more than their width. You can fit all sizes from 6 to 18 in the same amount of
yardage. If you choose to size the pattern up above 20, I would recommend adding only a quarteryardage. If you choose to size the pattern up above 20, I would recommend adding only a quarteryardage. If you choose to size the pattern up above 20, I would recommend adding only a quarteryardage. If you choose to size the pattern up above 20, I would recommend adding only a quarteryardage. If you choose to size the pattern up above 20, I would recommend adding only a quarteryardage. If you choose to size the pattern up above 20, I would recommend adding only a quarter
of a yard to these amounts. Remember, if you are using a fabric with nap (like velvet) or with anof a yard to these amounts. Remember, if you are using a fabric with nap (like velvet) or with anof a yard to these amounts. Remember, if you are using a fabric with nap (like velvet) or with anof a yard to these amounts. Remember, if you are using a fabric with nap (like velvet) or with anof a yard to these amounts. Remember, if you are using a fabric with nap (like velvet) or with anof a yard to these amounts. Remember, if you are using a fabric with nap (like velvet) or with an
obvious directional pattern, add half a yard more to allow room to match precisely and cut allobvious directional pattern, add half a yard more to allow room to match precisely and cut allobvious directional pattern, add half a yard more to allow room to match precisely and cut allobvious directional pattern, add half a yard more to allow room to match precisely and cut allobvious directional pattern, add half a yard more to allow room to match precisely and cut allobvious directional pattern, add half a yard more to allow room to match precisely and cut all
pieces out facing the same direction.pieces out facing the same direction.pieces out facing the same direction.


